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Traffic Technology International continues to be 
the world’s leading publication dedicated solely to 
the advanced traffic management and intelligent 
transportation systems industry. The magazine 
is published six times a year and is distributed 
globally to more than 23,000 traffic management 
professionals in more than 100 countries. 

Launched in 1993, Traffic Technology International 
is the only publication in the sector to have won 
the highly prestigious ‘International Magazine of 
the Year Award for Business and Professionals’ at 
the PPA’s annual awards. As a result of the high 
quality of our design and production – and of course 
our excellent forward-looking editorial – Traffic 
Technology International is packed full of the latest 
and future technologies for roads and highways.

Traffic Technology International has consistently led 
the way for advertisers in the industry, putting them 
in front of the industry’s most important decision-
makers worldwide. These factors combined are  
why we continually carry more advertisers than  
any other magazine in the industry. 

“TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL  
IS A FRESH, EXCITING PUBLICATION THAT 
RUNS EYE-CATCHING, THOUGHT-PROVOKING 
ARTICLES. THE QUALITY OF JOURNALISM IS 
UNPARALLELED IN THE ITS SECTOR AND IT 
REMAINS MY MUST-READ TRADE MAGAZINE” 
James Tuton, president and CEO,  
American Traffic Solutions (ATS), USA

game
Traffic data, at is simplest, is counting 

the number of vehicles on a road. While 

there are well-established ways to do 

this, Max Glaskin discovers that, with the 

growing proliferation of Bluetooth, wi-fi 

and smart devices, new, more efficient 

solutions are finally becoming available

The numbers

Traffic counts provide the 

most basic of data – and the 

most important. Highways 

would be in a complete mess 

without them because they’re used 

to assess capacity, flow, travel time, 

maintenance, safety and network 

expansion. That’s why everyone from 

national governments down to local 

authorities always keeps an eye on 

the numbers.

Greg Slater is one of the thousands 

on the ground around the world 

charged with collecting those all-

important numbers. As a senior 

planner at Michiana Area Council 

of Governments, he gathers the data 

for Indiana DOT, and other local 

government bodies, from 4,500 

locations, across a three-year cycle.

“Each station is 

counted for 48 hours 

with pneumatic tubes,” 

he says. “We get a count 

and, from the axle 

spacing, ball-park figures 

for the types of vehicles. The 

technology we’ve been using 

has been around for 40 or 50 years.” 

So, it works, is reliable and durable – 

Slater estimates a tube can withstand 

175,000 vehicles driving over it before 

it gets “a soft, mushy feel like an 

old radiator hose from a car”.

Then why is there a growing 

number of increasingly sophisticated 

alternatives? It’s down to advances in 

solid state electronics and computing 

power. More information can be 

extracted and used more effectively 

175,000
The approximate 

number of vehicles 

that pneumatic tubes 

can count before they 

start to degrade
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NetworkpremiereIf you run an electric vehicle you pay no fuel tax. Moreover, as all types  

of engine become more efficient, revenues are falling of a cliff. It’s clear  

a funding crisis is looming, but Oregon’s new distance-based charging 

scheme could be the solution. Lauren Dyson looks at the technology  

that makes it possible and asks if it’s soon to be the new world order
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ne widely reported 

frustration for electric 

vehicle drivers is poor 

access to charging points. 

Often users drive to a charging post 

only to find it isn’t functioning. It’s 

a problem that has been growing 

ever since the EV market first began 

to expand four years ago. But what 

is at the root of it? And could the 

current era of cheap fuel hit EV 

sales to such an extent that demand 

for supporting infrastructure will 

fall further, leading more charging 

posts to fall into disrepair? Already, 

it seems, our streets are becoming 

cluttered with potentially dangerous 

pillars of metal that no longer 

Around the world some electric-vehicle charging posts are 

falling into disrepair. Does this mean that too many of them 

have already been installed? And could falling EV sales in an era 

of cheap fuel make the situation worse? Tom Stone investigates

function and serve only to remind us 

of our failed dreams. But is this the 

real story, or are other factors at play?

Leading the charge

Diego Klabjan, professor of industrial 

engineering and management 

sciences at Northwestern University, 

Illinois, has spent several years 

modeling the ideal locations for 

EV charging. The university has 

recently filed a patent application 

for the resulting software, which is a 

web-based, decision-support system 

that enables users to conduct what-if 

studies based on investment budget, 

electrical power grid, and geographic 

and infrastructure constraints. One of 

Klabjan’s key findings is that such a 

tool is long overdue, as infrastructure 

is currently placed somewhat 

haphazardly, meaning usage isn’t 

anywhere near uniform. “Most 

charging stations are underused,” 

he says. “A decrease in sales of EVs 

would make them even less used.” 

It’s a situation that is mirrored in 

the UK, where government subsidies 

have led to a massive, uncoordinated 

roll-out of charging posts. “Most 

companies putting in charging 

infrastructure are not necessarily 

doing it for the right reasons,” says 

Denis Naberezhnykh, head of low-

carbon vehicle and ITS technology 

at the Transport Research Laboratory 



circulation

Traffic Technology International’s continued 
investment in our circulation means that we have  
a constantly updated circulation of 17,336* readers 
from more than 100 countries worldwide, plus 
more than 5,000 qualified readers** access our 
fully interactive digital edition. Our readers are 
project managers, technical directors, ITS program 
managers, transportation directors, traffic managers, 
and consultants within some of the world’s largest 
DOTs, highways agencies, local and national traffic 
management centers, local, state, and national 
government transportation departments, traffic 
enforcement agencies, toll collection authorities, 
transportation organizations, systems integrators, 
technology suppliers, and transportation  
consultants and contractors.
* audit issue net circulation. Average net circulation  
per issue 17,336 January 1 to December 31 2012
** Publisher’s statement

“THE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY 
HAS A VALUABLE RESOURCE IN TRAFFIC 
TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL” 
Jack Finn, senior vice president and national director of toll services, 
HNTB, USA

“TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL HAS 
BEEN A GREAT MEDIA OUTLET FOR US AND OUR 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS. THE PUBLICATION 
HAS ALWAYS BEEN VERY RESPONSIVE TO OUR 
NEEDS AND HAS ASSISTED US IN INCREASING 
OUR INTERNATIONAL BRAND AWARENESS” 
Jon Tarleton, marketing manager, Vaisala, USA
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We know that smart devices, satnavs and even intrusive alert 

sounds can distract drivers at critical moments. But now, as 

Max Glaskin discovers, apps and in-car technology are being 

used to help drivers stay on the right side of the law

Illustration: John Goodwin
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Police
Staying lawful isn’t easy on the road. It’s not 

that the law is always severely restrictive, 

it’s just that vehicles are built with so much 

potential and versatility, and are driven by 

humans who can overestimate their own abilities.

When you add smartphones, GPS, tablets and 

infotainment systems, it’s no surprise that vigilance 

is required to keep to speed limits and respect traffic 

regulations. So in-vehicle technologies are evolving 

to help drivers stay on the right side of the law.

One way to reduce infringements is to reduce driver 

distraction. This could mean using systems that disable 

distracting devices when the engine is running. Fleet 

operators might be the keenest and earliest adopters 

of these solutions, prompted by the US$24m bill a Texas 

court handed Coca-Cola in 2012. A woman had been 

injured by an employee using a hands-free phone while 

driving. The cell phone safety policy in place wasn’t 

enough for Coca-Cola to avoid the negligence claim 

because the company was already aware that talking 

hands-free is distracting and should have told its

staff. The company would have avoided such problems 

if it had had technology to enforce the policy.

No contact zone

A smartphone app called Driver Protection, from 

Romex, goes some way to reducing the risk of a driver 

being distracted by their phone. It suppresses emails, 

texts and notifications while the vehicle is moving. 

Ironically, the app had started life as a mere add-on 

to a workforce management system for fleet operators..
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 | Tunnel Safety 

Insidejob
Lauren Dyson finds out how ITS and infrastructure 
expertise have combined in a multifaceted safety 
project that will mitigate the effects of a fire incident 
in one of the most important tunnels in the UK 

T   he A55 trunk road in North Wales is a major 
arterial route linking Wales to the northwest 
of England – as well as to Dublin on the east 
coast of Ireland, via ferry from Holyhead. 

The busy route, which has two lanes in each direction, 
is reliant on the operation of its critical infrastructure, 
notably its three tunnels, which together cover 
a distance of 2.5 miles (4km). The most famous of 
these tunnels is the one at Conwy, which carries 
the A55 underneath the River Conwy estuary. When 
Her Majesty the Queen opened the twin-bore immersed 
tube tunnel in October 1991, it was the first of its kind 
in the UK. It has since been described as one of the 
most important feats in UK civil engineering history.

The Penmaenbach Westbound Tunnel and the 
Pen-y-Clip Westbound Tunnel, which opened in 
1989 and 1994 respectively, are also vital to this 
strategic route. They are both unidirectional 
undivided highways in a rock tunnel bore that 
carries the A55 across two major headlands.

A camper van once caught fire just outside of 
the Conwy tunnel, but there have never been any 
serious fire incidents inside any of the A55 tunnels. 
However, as each tunnel reached its 20th birthday, 

Tunnel Safety | 

(Inset) Highly visible lane-use signs aid traffic management in the A55 tunnels

the operators were aware that the infrastructure 
was lacking the important safety provisions that 
would save lives in an emergency situation.

“When the A55 tunnels were designed – in the late 
1980s – the safety standards were completely different,” 
says James Price, director general of the Welsh 
government’s department for economy, science and 
transport. “The designs included a few safety elements, 
such as ventilation to clear pollution and extract smoke 

in the event of a fire, as well as crossover doors 
to aid escape and CCTV to monitor activity in 
the tunnel – but that was all. There were not 
many safety requirements in those days.”In fact, all tunnels were, at one time, considered 

to be safer than the open road. It was thought that 
the ‘controlled’ environment, with uniform lighting 

 
When the A55 tunnels were designed – in the late 1980s – the standards were completely different

James Price, director general of economy, science and transport, Welsh government

in the skyEye
Breaking free of sinister sci-fi 

scare stories, drones are 

beginning to appear on the 

horizon, ready for integration 

into many areas of everyday 

life. Jan Stojaspal investigates 

how they are already changing 

the transportation industry

Illustration: Magictorch

It typically takes traffic police from the Belgian city 

of Genk about half an hour to survey the scene of 

a simple two-car collision. An Altura AT6 drone 

carrying a 24MP camera and flying at an altitude 

of 100ft (30m) got the job done in five minutes during a 

demonstration flight in 2013. And the resulting images 

were so sharp that it was possible to measure every 

skid mark and every gouge in the asphalt to within  

less than a centimeter. (A measuring wheel would  

have produced an error at least 10 times as large.) 

For drones and traffic management, the list  

of potential uses goes on and on. There is congestion 

monitoring during rock concerts and soccer games. 

Crowd control during strikes and demonstrations. 

Surveys of roads and bridges. Search and rescue 

missions where flying a police helicopter would  

be too expensive or too dangerous. 

In fact a study conducted between 2013 and 2014  

by the Georgia Institute of Technology for the Georgia 

Department of Transportation found more than  
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 | Congestion Charging ALPR

Leading
the charge

C
ongestion charging has come a long way:  

an idea that started in Singapore back in the 

1970s, with police officers checking paper 

documents, has now been adopted in other 

countries and is enforced by high-tech automatic 

license plate recognition (ALPR) cameras and even 

global positioning satellites. But despite successfully 

reducing urban traffic levels, lowering pollution and 

raising public funds, road user charging has been 

embraced by only a major few cities – and not a single 

city-based road charge exists in the USA.

While cities such as London and Stockholm seek to 

improve their existing systems through technological 

innovations, other cities are fighting to win public 

approval so that they too can start charging vehicles  

to enter densely congested urban areas.

The London Congestion Charge, which began in 

2003, is one of the largest road user charging schemes 

in the world. The £160m (US$258m) project resulted  

in better circulation in the inner city, boosted the 

economy and reduced pollution, according to Paul 

Cowperthwaite, general manager for congestion charge 

services at Transport for London (TfL). “The scheme 

Charging motorists to enter the heart of a city is a proven 

way to decrease congestion and reduce local pollution. 

However, implementing such schemes is often a bumpy ride. 

Chloe Barrow looks at some operational systems and the 

challenges facing those planned for the future

has reduced levels of carbon dioxide and has generated 

more than £1.2bn (US$1.9bn), which has been invested 

back into London’s transportation network,” he says.

As one of the first cities to implement congestion 

charging, London faced numerous challenges. “When 

we started, nobody had really used ALPR technology 

on the scale we were using it, so we didn’t know if the 

cameras would be able to cope,” says Cowperthwaite.

TfL felt that an area-based scheme would be most 

effective in solving the capital’s congestion problems. 

“We needed a robust solution and felt that ALPR 

technology was the best option,” explains 

Cowperthwaite. “It supports the charging  

mechanisms as well as the enforcement process.”

London’s ALPR camera system has proved to  

be very reliable. Approximately 97% of all vehicles  

driving within the 8.1 square-mile zone are  

captured. “The accuracy of the ALPR interpretation  

is approximately 86%, i.e. only 14 out of every 100 

vehicles captured are misread with the most common 

errors being the letter ‘S’ being interpreted as a ‘5’,” 

says Cowperthwaite. “However, these errors are 

captured and rectified through manual checking.”
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in the driving seat

Software The autonomous vehicles of tomorrow will rely 
on technology being developed to control the 
intelligent vehicles of today. Tony Dyhouse, director 
of the UK government’s new Trustworthy Software 
Initiative, explains why security and standards are 
so important and what is being done to ensure 
they are maintained and improved

Next time you slide behind the wheel of your car, consider that what you are driving could quite accurately be thought of as an extremely advanced computer on wheels. After all, it contains several hundred million 
lines of code and software to manage everything 
from airbag release to engine operation, and within 
a few years it could be capable of driving itself 
around with virtually no input from you.The incorporation of software into automotive 

design has revolutionized the way our cars interact 
with each other and with the world around them, 
making them easier, safer and more comfortable to 
drive. With more than a billion cars currently on the 
world’s roads, advances in software can also make 
a real difference in tackling global problems such as 
traffic control and fuel emissions, which would 
otherwise require mass concerted action to overcome.

For all the promise that connected software holds, 
and the excitement associated with the fast-
approaching Internet of Things, we must not lose 
our grip on the brakes. Too much of the code currently 
produced for the automotive industry is insufficiently 
protected, leaving manufacturers and drivers 
vulnerable to potentially dangerous attacks.

In a report on transportation technology published 
in February, US senator Edward J Markey lamented the 

“alarmingly inconsistent and incomplete” state of 
security practices in software development (see 
Vehicle data up for grabs? overleaf). With a constant 
stream of security vulnerabilities by established 
firms including Toyota and BMW making 

headlines, such concerns appear entirely justified. 
If we are to entrust our safety on the road to 

software, much more needs to be done to guarantee 
its quality and ensure its adherence to best practice.Behavioral driversSoftware manufacturers across all industries are under 

increasing pressure to sacrifice quality for quantity and 
push out continuous new functionality. As the demand 
for connected vehicles continues to grow, automotive 
manufacturers are incorporating connectivity into 
in-car systems faster than developers can test them.

Just as we take for granted the extensive testing 
undergone by a vehicle’s physical components, we 
should raise the standard of testing on the equally 
important though intangible software elements. 
Most importantly, manufacturers need to have tiers 
of testing for different types of software depending 
on their relative importance. So-called mission-critical 
systems, such as the airbag deployment mechanism 
or the engine management system, need to undergo 
a higher level of security testing than, say, the 
software powering the car radio.

 | V2X Security

In a report on transportation technology published 
in February, US senator Edward J Markey lamented the 

“alarmingly inconsistent and incomplete” state of 
security practices in software development (see 
Vehicle data up for grabs? stream of security vulnerabilities by established 
firms including Toyota and BMW making 

headlines, such concerns appear entirely justified. 
If we are to entrust our safety on the road to 

software, much more needs to be done to guarantee 
its quality and ensure its adherence to best practice.Behavioral driversSoftware manufacturers across all industries are under 

increasing pressure to sacrifice quality for quantity and 
push out continuous new functionality. As the demand 
for connected vehicles continues to grow, automotive 
manufacturers are incorporating connectivity into 
in-car systems faster than developers can test them.
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I
n order to create a future in which ITS and 

automated vehicles play a prominent role, public 

authorities and private sector companies are having 

to cooperate more closely than ever. Without the 

right public infrastructure, the most advanced private 

technology can’t achieve its full potential. Conversely, 

road authorities are aware that new technologies can 

save money – and lives. Realizing the need to pool their 

expertise, the private and public sectors are increasingly 

working together to develop cloud-based safety solutions.

One of the biggest such projects is taking place in 

Scandinavia, where Volvo Cars has teamed up with the 

Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket) and 

the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Statens 

vegvesen) to investigate how to use the cloud to help 

cars navigate slippery roads. Volvo has already run 

successful tests of the system on a small fleet of cars, 

but that fleet is now expanding twentyfold from 50 to 

1,000 vehicles, and the test area has widened to include 

the cities of Gothenburg in Sweden, and Oslo, Norway.

“We’re getting more ambitious,” says Erik Israelsson, 

project leader for C-ITS at Volvo Cars. “We want to test 

the quantitative aspect, which means scaling up hugely. 

We need to know how many cars it takes to detect 

slippery roads accurately. The more information shared 

on the road, the fewer nasty surprises there will be.” 

The new cloud-based technology has two functions. 

The first is a slippery-road alert, which warns of icy 

patches ahead. The second alert notifies drivers when 

a nearby vehicle has its hazard lights on. The flexibility 

of the technology makes it easy to add functions later.

“We use the hardware already installed in the car 

and add some algorithms,” Israelsson says. “When a 

driver accelerates, steers or brakes, we can measure the 

road friction, so we detect slips on ice. That information, 

along with the time stamp and the GPS location data, is 

sent to the cloud over our mobile network. The data 

from multiple skidding cars is aggregated.” 

Once the technology has determined that a road is 

slippery, a warning is automatically sent out to other 

vehicles approaching the risky area. “A car gets a 

warning in good time, so it can keep track of the 

remaining distance to the slippery slope,” says 

The more information shared 

on the road, the fewer nasty 

surprises there will be

Erik Israelsson, project leader for C-ITS , Volvo Cars, Sweden
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Cloud
David W Smith finds out how public-private 

collaborations are using cloud-based data 

sharing to improve road safety, optimize traffic 

management and accelerate progress in ITS, 

automation and sustainable transportation

Images: Solarseven
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TrafficTechnologyToday.com is the daily news 
portal for all matters related to advanced traffic 
management and ITS engineers. In addition to 
informed comment, event listings, web-exclusive 
articles, industry blogs and career opportunities 
within the ITS sector, the service provides a 
constantly updated newsfeed concerning the  
fast-moving global traffic management sector. 

TrafficTechnologyToday.com also provides 23,000 
traffic engineers with the week’s biggest stories in 
our digital newsletter sent out every Friday, which 
contains the latest news, recruitment, upcoming 
events and exhibitions, while a link to view our  
latest issue ensures we reach the industry’s key 
decision-makers more than any other media. 

All issues of Traffic Technology 
International are available in fully 
interactive digital format available  
on the website and also sent directly  
to a further 5,000 key traffic planners  
and technical directors within the  
world’s DOTs and highways agencies, 
boosting our circulation to more than 
23,000 copies, six times a year. 

Visitor Overview:  

July 1, 2015 – July 31, 2015* 

Absolute unique visitors  21,959

Page views    24,383

Average time on site   2 min 22 sec

*Data provided by Google Analytics 
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A good overview of the condition of critical infrastructure requires either

a godlike all-seeing eye, or the latest data-analysis techniques and software. 

David W Smith speaks to the experts who are able to map and predict the life 

expectancy of essential assets, thereby reducing delays and saving money

Photographs: Khakimullin Aleksandr

Seeing the bigger

picture
A good overview of the condition of critical infrastructure requires eitherpicture
A good overview of the condition of critical infrastructure requires either

a godlike all-seeing eye, or the latest data-analysis techniques and software. picture
a godlike all-seeing eye, or the latest data-analysis techniques and software. 

T
he scale of traffi  c infrastructure in London 

means that when assets fail, the disruption 

aff ects large numbers of people. An infamous 

example came at the end of 2011 when severe 

structural faults were found in the Hammersmith 

fl yover in West London. For 18 days, about 90,000 cars 

a day had to be diverted while emergency repairs were 

made. Further disruptions continued for another four 

months, as only a single lane remained open.

Transport for London (TfL) – which manages all 

aspects of London’s Strategic Road Network – was 

heavily criticized for not taking care of such an 

important asset. TfL’s new director of road space 

management Alan Bristow says, “The Hammersmith 

fl yover showed that you can’t have major assets failing 

because they’ve not been maintained for many years. 

So a lot of our eff ort at the moment is in making 

sure our assets are fi t for purpose. You need assets 

functioning as they should to have the fl ows going 

over them that you need, before you can start playing 

with traffi  c lights and managing those fl ows.”

Investment in London’s road network will double 

from £2bn to £4bn (US$3bn to US$6bn) over the next 

decade and the new Traffi  c Control Management 

Services (TCMS2) contract will see 6,000 traffi  c signals 

upgraded to the latest and greenest standards, as well 

as new crossings for pedestrians and cyclists. A large 

proportion of the new TfL budget will be spent on 

managing these and all other surface transport assets.

Improving the data

To make this gargantuan task easier, TfL has placed 

the responsibility for all the assets with one directorate. 

“My team now sits alongside the departments dealing 

with highways, tunnels and structures, and bus 

infrastructure,” says Iain Blackmore, TfL’s head 

of traffi  c infrastructure. “The kit is diff erent, but 

we all look at lifetime costs and best practice for 

investment. Bringing it under one roof allows us 

to coordinate work. If we’re digging up a stretch 

of road, we can do the street signals, lighting and 

bus stops at the same time.” 
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I n the age of in-car information, keeping drivers’ 
eyes on the road isn’t always easy – so what if the 
road itself could provide helpful information? 
That’s the aim of researchers who are currently 

developing new ways to add intelligence to asphalt.
Wolfgang Birk at Luleå University of Technology in 

Sweden has been leading a study on intelligent road 
studs since 2008. The goal throughout has been to make 
units that can detect the position of an approaching 
vehicle, its direction and speed, and even the type. 

“We have now achieved what are essentially close-
to-production prototypes,” says Birk. “They’ve been 
tested in real-life conditions and there are 
demonstrator installations on the road. The project has 
been undertaken with the support of Geveko and a 
number of smaller enterprises interested in the 
development and analysis of the tests.”Specializing in the mathematics of estimation, Birk 

assessed what could be reliably inferred from the data 
captured by different sensors in an intelligent stud. The 
input of collaborators has resulted in stable algorithms 
and hardware that does the job. “We have four sensors 
integrated into a single stud: a magnetometer, an 
accelerometer, a temperature sensor and a light-
intensity sensor,” Birk explains. “These sensors provide We have four sensors integrated into a single stud: a magnetometer, an accelerometer, a temperature 

sensor and a light-intensity sensor
Wolfgang Birk, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden

Bright
The road of the future will light up to warn drivers of 
everything from pedestrians about to cross and vehicles 
pulling out, to whether they are driving the wrong way. 
Max Glaskin gets the latest from several large-scale, 
intelligent road-stud projects that are nearing completion
Illustration: Solarseven
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M
ichigan’s I-94 had a problem – a big problem 

that is of growing concern across the USA. 

Trucks in excess of 50 tons seemingly had 

nowhere to park. They ended up on rest 

area entrance and exit ramps, on freeway entrance and 

exit ramps, and even on the shoulder of the highway 

itself. It wasn’t the kind of situation you want on any 

road, let alone a major international trade corridor, 

carrying heavy industrial traffic between the Toronto 

area of Canada and America’s Midwest. 

“We had a lot of issues with truckers making 

unsafe parking decisions,” admits Michigan DOT’s 

connected vehicle technical manager Collin Castle. 

“We felt that it wasn’t that there weren’t enough 

parking spaces – it’s that the drivers didn’t have 

enough real-time information. There are five rest areas 

and there are a number of private truck stops on our 

section of the I-94. The rest areas only have about 160 

spaces, but the private truck stops have over 1,000, so 

we needed to give better information to truck drivers.” 

Castle and his team were prepared for the technical 

challenges of amalgamating parking information from 

multiple locations and delivering it effectively to 

drivers: And it is testament to their abilities that they 

now have the USA’s first fully operational and scalable 

smart truck parking system. However, the development 

of the system wasn’t always plain sailing. What they 

had not anticipated was difficulty in getting private 

truck stop operators involved in the scheme. This 

Solving the everyday problem of parking trucks safely 

in Michigan has led to smart solutions that break new 

ground. Tom Stone reports on the USA’s first fully 

operational smart truck-parking system

Prior to the new 

system, truckers 

on Michigan’s I-94 

couldn’t be certain of 

safe parking 

It’s not that there aren’t 

enough parking spaces; it’s 

that the drivers didn’t have 

enough real-time information… we needed 

to get better information to truck drivers

Collin Castle, connected vehicle technical manager, Michigan DOT, USA
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2016 Media Schedule

February/March 2016
• Advanced parking management
• Intelligent road studs and pavement markings
• Traffic simulation/modeling/visualization software
• EV infrastructure, charge points and management
• Workzones
• Asset management

Intertraffic Amsterdam 2016

April/May 2016
• Automatic license plate recognition
• Industrial communications networks, Ethernet,  
ruggedized networks, and cabling infrastructure
• ITS and the Cloud
• Cooperative systems and car-to-x communications
• Surveillance and Homeland Security
• Vulnerable road users

Distributed at ITS America Annual Meeting, San Jose 
and ITS European Congress, Glasgow, Scotland

June/July 2016
• Critical infrastructure I – tunnel safety and management
• Incident detection/congestion monitoring
• Mobile/in-car traffic law enforcement
• Weigh-in-motion/truck weight enforcement
• Real-time traffic information and probe data
• Planned special events/emergency operations

August/September 2016
• World Congress on ITS show edition
• Road pricing, road-user-charging and ETC
• Traffic data collection, counting, transmission,
and management
• Speed enforcement and management
• Uninterrupted power supply (UPS) and  
battery back-up systems (BBS)

Distributed at IBTTA Annual Meeting in Denver  
and the ITS World Congress in Melbourne 

“THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION 
IMPROVEMENTS IS IN THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF INNOVATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY. TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL PROVIDES ME  
WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO GET 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE LATEST 
TECHNOLOGIES FROM ACROSS THE 
WORLD ON INNOVATIVE WAYS TO 
IMPROVE MOBILITY” 
 
Randell H. Iwasaki, executive director,  
Contra Costa County Transportation Authority 
(CCTA), USA



2016 Media Schedule

October/November 2016
• Rural ITS
• 2016 Innovations Showcase
• Control rooms and TOC technology
• Wireless communications
• Red-light enforcement and intersection safety
• Next-gen traveler information systems
Distributed at Gulf Traffic 2016

January 2017 
• VMS, LED signs and signals
• Intelligent roadway lighting
• Machine vision and smart cameras
• Critical infrastructure II – bridge management
• Road weather management
• GIS and mapping

Special positions available on request – 
covers, facing contents, inserts etc. 
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October/November 2014

 | Scott Belcher

The outgoing president of ITS 
America on the challenges in 
store for his successor 

PLUS  | Gulf Traffi c Preview

As the industry converges on 
Dubai, the exhibition director 
reveals the show highlights

 | Traveler Information

Super-personalized route guidance 
systems of tomorrow that will 
make driving a bespoke experience 

WWW.TRAFFICTECHNOLOGYTODAY.COM

Built
to last?

How to construct rural ITS 
that will survive and thrive 
in extreme conditions 

Red light debate
Do cameras improve safety 

or simply boost revenue?  

Keep wireless working 
Battle lines are drawn on sharing 

the critical DSRC wavelengths
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News
US$70m V2X test 

facility opens in 

Sweden; real-time 

traffi c advances 

around the world; 

and more… 

The outgoing president of ITS 
America on the challenges in 

| 
Super-personalized route guidance 
systems of tomorrow that will 
make driving a bespoke experience 

A revolution is underway in the landscape of traveler information systems. By the time it is over, predicted journey times and delays will seem like mere foothills, overshadowed by new peaks of hyper-local, hyper-mobile and hyper-personal services. Everyone interested in a journey will be able to find the routes that are not only the quickest, but also the safest, sunniest, most beautiful, least polluted, cheapest and, perhaps, with the fewest trucks. Drivers may even be told if it would be quicker for them to stop their car and use public transport.The subterranean rumbles of change are coming from data acquirers, analyzers, network operators, transit authorities, vehicle makers, city councils, geeks and ordinary people on the move. The best traveler information should help road and transit operators 

improve customer satisfaction without 
having to improve network infrastructure. 
This can save everyone money – as long 
as the information is useful to both the 
network operator and the majority of 
travelers. Making this happen can be tricky: 
it requires herding many unruly variables 
into the same field, but with advances in 
data acquisition, computing power and 
communications, it’s getting easier.

At its simplest, traveler information tells 
you where you are – yet even this isn’t as 
straightforward as it sounds. For example, 

Where to 

next?
What if your route guidance 
system not only told you how to 
reach your destination, but also 
which route you were going to 
enjoy most, what the weather 
would be like and if you’d 
actually be better off taking the 
train? Max Glaskin plots the path 
to a seamlessly connected future

October/November 2014 Traffic Technology International
www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com
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“TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL CAREFULLY 
BALANCES HARD FACT, NEWS  
AND INFORMED COMMENT, 
PROVIDING AN APPROACHABLE  
AND INFORMATIVE MAGAZINE  
AND A GOOD WAY OF CATCHING  
UP WITH WHAT’S GOING ON  
IN THE ITS WORLD, WHETHER  
YOU’RE ON A PLANE OR A TRAIN”  
Dr Alan Stevens, research director,  
Transportation at TRL

Running
Can cameras stop reckless drivers running 

red lights? It’s a question that’s the subject of 

fierce debate in the USA. David W Smith gets 

both sides of the story and looks at other 

innovative ways of ensuring traffic-rule 

compliance at busy intersections

the reds
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www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com
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 | Red-Light Enforcement 

Red-Light Enforcement | 



tolltrans 2017

tolltrans is Traffic Technology International’s annual 
publication dedicated to the design, technology and 
strategies of road pricing and road user charging.  
This, the 19th Annual Report, will focus on all areas 
of urban road user charging, national HGV schemes, 
ORT, AET, area tolling, congestion charging, LPR, 
video tolling, interoperability, sustainability, toll 
enforcement, revenue collection, payment processing, 
GNSS, RFID, DSRC and potentially disruptive future 
technologies such as smartphone-based solutions 
and connected vehicle systems. 

tolltrans 2017 will be globally distributed to 
15,000 qualified engineers actively involved in – or 
participating in – research into potential toll and RUC 
projects from toll, bridge, tunnel and road operators, 
concessionaires, DOTs, highways agencies and 
government transportation authorities. 
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FOR THE LATEST NEWS ON TOLLING, ROAD USER CHARGING AND MUCH MORE, VISIT  WWW.TRAFFICTECHNOLOGYTODAY.COM

EXPRESS LANE 
REVOLUTION 
Can priced lanes solve 
congestion and funding?

A TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL SUPPLEMENT

FUNDING

GAP
AHEAD

Should tolling be used  
to fix the USA’s crumbling 
interstate network? Two 
industry heavyweights  

fight it out

SMARTPHONE 
TOLLING FRAUD 
Why payment apps are  
failing to earn trust

SETBACKS IN 
SOUTH AFRICA  
What can be learned from 
tolling struggles?
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Ladies and gentlemen, roll up for 
the tolling battle of the decade! 
Two industry heavyweights slug 
it out: J J Eden is fi ghting for the 
right to toll the interstates, while 
Rex Davis defends traveler freedom. 
Who will win? YOU decide!

TOLLINGDEBATE

4544

TOLLINGDEBATE

TOLLTRANS 2015
www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com

TOLLTRANS 2015
www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com

by Rex Davis and J J Eden

Contact:

Please contact Godfrey Hooper,
Publication director, for further
Information

godfrey.hooper@ukipme.com
UKIP Media & Events Ltd
Abinger House, Church St
Dorking, Surrey
RH4 1DF
United Kingdom
 
Tel: +44 (0) 1306 743744
Fax: +44 (0) 1306 742525 
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DOTs HAVE THEIR SIGHTS  

SET ON A FASTER-FLOWING 

APPROACH TO TOLLING

AMERICAN  

EXPRESS

EXPRESSLANES

7

6

EXPRESSLANES

TOLLTRANS 2015

www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com

TOLLTRANS 2015

www.TrafficTechnologyToday.com

by Max Glaskin

v

It is hoped that dynamically tolled express lanes  

will be the solution to ongoing funding problems  

in the USA – and make journeys more reliable, too

 Barely 12 months since US 

transportation policymakers voted 

high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes as the 

greatest success for priced-managed lanes, 

there’s growing impetus to build express  

toll lanes (ETLs). These offer reliable journey 

times by using dynamic pricing to sell 

excess capacity, while still sometimes giving 

free use to high-occupancy vehicles. At least 

10 US states have embraced the concept of 

dynamic tolling to maintain minimum 

speeds in specific access-restricted ETLs  

– 45mph for 90% of the time, as stipulated 

by MAP-21. California, Colorado, Florida, 

Georgia, Maryland, Minnesota, Texas,  

Utah, Virginia and Washington State  

are on board and setting precedents.

Some express lanes replace HOT lanes, 

others replace untolled high occupancy 

vehicle (HOV) lanes and yet more are new 

additions. Whatever the modifications, why 

have ETLs become the preferred solution? 

There’s a clue to the answer in a poll, 

conducted in a Transportation Research 

Board (TRB) workshop for transportation 

policymakers. They believe that, within  

five years, the two most important goals  

that tolled managed lanes will be attempting 

to address will be generating revenue and 

maintaining or improving travel reliability. 

These two challenges are seen to be at the 

core and, in the right locations, both could 

be met by the creation of express lanes.

Easier said than done, of course. Change 

is always fraught with difficulties, and 

winning agreement, funding and public 

support for alterations to travel systems  

cuts across so many interest groups, it’s 

somewhat surprising that any ETL programs 

have made any progress at all. Their 

introduction may have been even harder 

without earlier tolled managed lanes. HOT 

lanes have shifted attitudes, so the pricing  

of new capacity and tolling by time of day  

or congestion is acceptable – not just to road 

users but also, crucially, to the politicians.

For many, the chief barrier is funding. 

“Capital costs for the build-out of our 

“TOLLTRANS OFFERS THOUGHT-PROVOKING 
COMMENTARY, INFORMATION, AND INSIGHTS  
INTO OUR MARKET OF FOCUS”  
Victor P. Poteat, senior vice president, Atkins North America



Are you a comms company?

comtrans is dedicated to the latest and next-
generation communication technologies that enable 
vehicle-to-road and vehicle-to-vehicle interaction.

Bound into every issue of Traffic Technology 
International, comtrans will feature pages and pages 
of insightful features and case studies that are 
dedicated to the here and now, such as remote VMS 
with 4G communications and the technologies that 
will ultimately enable fully autonomous vehicles, thus 
opening a whole new chapter in traffic management 
technologies. As the host publication Traffic 
Technology International has been covering ways 
to reduce highway congestion for over 20 years, no 
other publication is better equipped, better known, 
and more respected to lead the vehicle- and road-
communication revolution. The quality publication, 
which is also available online and via its own app 
also has an 25,000+ global circulation, reaching all 
of the key decision makers at highways agencies and 
government bodies. 

Contact:

Please contact Godfrey Hooper,
Publication director, for further
Information

godfrey.hooper@ukipme.com
UKIP Media & Events Ltd
Abinger House, Church St
Dorking, Surrey
RH4 1DF
United Kingdom
 
Tel: +44 (0) 1306 743744
Fax: +44 (0) 1306 742525 

A Traffic Technology International supplement



Intertraffic World 2017

Traffic Technology International and the organizer  
of Intertraffic international exhibitions are proud to 
bring you the fifth international annual reference 
guide, Intertraffic World 2017.

This highly technical, informative and entertaining 
read focuses on the major service and technology 
disciplines that can be found within the vast halls 
of Intertraffic – i.e. Traffic Management, Safety, 
Infrastructure, Parking Technologies and Smart 
Mobility. Intertraffic World will be distributed to over 
20,000 engineers, specifiers and key decision-makers 
worldwide and at various exhibitions and trade fairs 
throughout the year.

Erik Dijkshoorn, Intertraffic Worldwide Events, said, 
“The Intertraffic team in Amsterdam has been literally 
inundated with positive feedback since the 2010 
launch issue of Intertraffic World – from readers 
and clients alike – and we couldn’t have been more 
pleased with the result of our collaboration with 
UKIP Media & Events Ltd, the publisher of Traffic 
Technology International. Not only have we realized 
a long-time ambition to evolve the Intertraffic brand 
into a true all-encompassing multimedia platform, 
we’re happy to report that we continue to do what we 
do best for our clients at our worldwide Intertraffic 
exhibitions – generate results!”
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In response to a recent law implemented 
by the Russian Ministry of Transport, which 
concerns the organization and management 
of traffi c in the country, Moscow’s authorities 
are adopting measures to transform the 
city’s roadway system.

According to data from the Ministry of 
Transport, nearly 6,000 people are killed 
each year as a result of road accidents 
in Russia and a large proportion of these 
accidents take place in Moscow. In the fi rst 
half of 2014 alone, 450 people were killed 
on the city’s roads. According to the Moscow 
Authority for Road Traffi c Safety, this is twice 
the number of people that were killed as 
a result of road accidents in Switzerland 
or Ireland in the whole of 2013. In contrast, 
2013 saw 841 people killed on Moscow’s 
roads, while nearly 13,000 were seriously 
injured. In 2012, these fi gures were 810 
people and 12,500 people, respectively. 

One of the reasons for this is a lack of 
consistency in the actions of different state 
agencies that are involved in the organization 
and management of traffi c in Moscow. This is 
combined with an inadequate road network 
in the city. At present, the Moscow road 
network is less than 9% of the city’s entire 
area, three to four times lower than most 
large cities in Europe and the USA. 

In addition to safety, traffi c jams are 
also a major problem in Moscow. The 
number of private vehicles in the city 
grows by some 300,000 each year, 
and is currently estimated at 4.5 million.

Under new management
According to the plans outlined by the 
Moscow government, headed by the city’s 
mayor Sergey Sobyanin, there is a need 
to correct the errors made by the previous 
government. Chaotic residential building 
in the city, which took place without proper 
coordination with federal and other relevant 
agencies, resulted in the collapse of effi cient 
traffi c management in Moscow. The new 
law also proposes a distribution of powers 

Moscow 
makeover
Plans to reform traffi c management will see 
ITS used to optimize traffi c fl ow, improve 
parking and ensure greater safety for 
road users in Russia’s capital city
Words | Eugene Gerden

Congestion is a 
growing problem 
in central Moscow, 
especially during 
the ‘rush hours’

Contact:

Please contact Andy Taylor,
International advertising sales,  
for further information

andy.taylor@ukipme.com
UKIP Media & Events Ltd
Abinger House, Church St
Dorking, Surrey
RH4 1DF
United Kingdom
 
Tel: +44 (0) 1306 743744
Fax: +44 (0) 1306 742525 
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The 
end of 
driving

The world waits in anticipation for the fi rst self-

driving cars. But after all the impossible pieces 

are sorted and the wonder dissipates, what will the 

world be like? And will there be some unintended 

consequences that belie optimistic predictions of today? 

Words | Bern Grush and John Niles

The fully autonomous vehicle is increasingly 

an object of fascination, ridicule and 

hype. Opinions on market viability for this 

innovation range from 2017 to 2060 – or 

later. The autonomous vehicle promises so 

many benefi ts that some see it as an escape 

from the unintended tyranny of today’s 

motorized vehicles. To greet this new utopia, 

there are calls for changes in how we plan 

transportation; demands for paradigm shifts.

There are also contrasting tendencies 

to see the self-driving car (SDC) as 

unlikely for a long time, a marketing ploy, 

or an interesting idea with more fl aws than 

benefi ts. Whichever way opinions go, they 

are usually viewed through a technological 

lens. The SDC will be safer because it will 

never be distracted. It will see more and 

respond more quickly. It will be cleaner 

because it can be smaller and lighter. It 

will reduce congestion because it will follow 

more closely and have fewer accidents.

Alternatively, naysayers argue that it 

is too complicated. It can’t work in snow. 

10 | AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

 To greet the new autonomous 

utopia there are calls for changes 

in how we plan transportation; 

demands for paradigm shifts 

“THE INTERTRAFFIC TEAM IN AMSTERDAM 
HAS BEEN LITERALLY INUNDATED WITH 
POSITIVE FEEDBACK SINCE THE 2010 LAUNCH 
ISSUE OF INTERTRAFFIC WORLD”  
Erik Dijkshoorn, Intertraffic Worldwide Events
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